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THE TOPOGRAPHY OF PYLOS AND SPHAKTERIA 
AND THUCYDIDES' MEASUREMENTS OF DISTANCE 

Abstract: This article has two purposes. First, it proposes a more satisfactory solution to an old problem: the appar- 
ently serious inaccuracy of Thucydides' measurements for the length of Sphakteria island and the width of the chan- 
nels dividing it from the mainland. Second, it offers some more general observations on Thucydides' measures of dis- 
tance and the light they can shed on an important aspect of his historiographic method. 

The solution proposed by R. Bauslaugh ('The text of Thucydides IV 8.6 and the south channel at Pylos', JHS 99 

(1979) 1-6) to the problem of measurements is rejected. Bauslaugh had emended two of the three figures on the 

ground that they were so seriously inaccurate as to require assumption of manuscript corruption. It is here contend- 
ed that his argument is misconceived, and the emendations unnecessary. The counter-argument is based on a close 

study of Thucydides' idiom and practice in giving measurements of distance, particularly his use of qualifying expres- 
sions with numbers of this kind. 

The second half of the article uses data compiled in an ongoing study of the use of numbers by Greek historians 
to make some comparisons between Thucydides' practice and that of several other historians in giving measurements 
of distance. It is suggested that careful attention to the nuances of Thucydides' practice, especially his use of differ- 
ent qualifying expressions with these numbers, may enable one to draw some interesting inferences about his sources 
of information and how he used them. 

ij yaap vao(; ri (PpaKcTptpa icKaXoui?vrJl TOy Te Xt?ieva irapatrivouaa Kai e?yy; ?SitKeit?Vrl e?X%pov 
0otei ical TO); eGao1Xoi; arevo6;, tfit pev 8muoiv veoiv StiaXoD0v Kata TO tei{xtoga TOV 
'A0rlvaiov cKal Tiv nHiAov, Tij 86 npcpb ztiv Xakkiv ijeitpov OKiTo q i vvXea- bo)6rS; Te IcKa 

aCTptip1S; -caa tiv' ipJLRiaS av Kai ieyeOo; irepi nevXe Kai t eica aora8s o; yaAitra. 

For the island of Sphacteria, stretching along in a line close in front of the harbour, at once makes it 
safe and narrows its entrances, leaving a passage for two ships on the side nearest Pylos and the 
Athenian fortifications, and for eight or nine on that next the rest of the mainland: for the rest, the 
island was entirely covered with wood, and without paths through not being inhabited, and about one 
mile and five furlongs [fifteen stades] in length. 

Thucydides 4.8.6, trans. R. Crawley 

THUCYDIDES' measurements for the length of Sphakteria island and the width of the two chan- 
nels dividing it from the mainland have worried generations of commentators. In fact, this pas- 
sage has recently been stigmatized as possibly the 'worst topographical error in the entire work'. 
My purpose in this article is twofold: first, to propose a solution to that notorious problem which 
may be deemed more satisfactory than the one that currently holds the field, and second, to look 
in more detail at the whole body of evidence concerning Thucydides' measures of distance, so 
as to offer some more general observations on this important aspect of his historiographic 
method. 

* This article originated in a paper given March 1999 Council of Canada for the General Research Grant that is 
at the University of New Brunswick's Seventh Annual currently funding my major research project on the use of 
Ancient History Colloquium ('Mapping the Ancient numbers by ancient Greek historians. 
World'), in Fredericton, NB. I am grateful to all the par- I The quotation is from Homblower (1996) 17. See 
ticipants in the colloquium for their comments on that also the notes ad loc. of Homblower (1996) 158-60 and 
occasion, and also to Irvin Rubincam for continuing dis- Gomme (1956) 442-4 and, outlining in more detail the 
cussion and assistance of many kinds. Thanks are due history of scholarship on the topography, 482-6. 
also to the Social Sciences and Humanities Research 
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THUCYDIDES ON PYLOS AND SPHAKTERIA 

The problem with the text quoted above is that two of the three measurements given - those for 
the width of the south channel and for the length of the island - appear to be significantly too 
small. These discrepancies have been variously dealt with by modem scholars. The history of 
scholarship on the problem has been complicated by both changes in the physical terrain of the 
area and misunderstandings of Thucydides' description of e othe strategy attributed to the 
Peloponnesian forces. As far as physical changes in the landscape are concerned, the most obvi- 
ous is the status of the lagoon which now borders the rocky outcrop ofPylos on the la n n east. Modem 
scholars are divided about whether this existed in Thucydides' time or not, but the evidence 
offered by Pritchett of Hellenistic and Roman settlement traces in this area seems decisive proof 
that the lagoon did not exist in antiquity.2 An additional problem is the evidence of change in 
the sea-level: Pritchett has described and photographed traces of ancient buildings on the south- 
east edge of Pylos, now under water, whose construction presumes a lower sea-level in antiqui- 
ty.3 The most serious misunderstanding of the strategy outlined by Thucydides was that ofA.W. 
Gomme, who jumped to the conclusion that the Peloponnesians intended to sink ships in order 
to block the channels, and was therefore distressed by the fact that the depth of the south chan- 
nel would have made this impracticable.4 

I think it is fair to say that, although there is still no definitive solution to the problems of 
reconstructing the ancient topography of the Pylos peninsula, most scholars would now accept 
that the Bay of Navarino is indeed the harbour mentioned by Thucydides, and that there is no 

topographical impediment to accepting his description of the respective strategies of the two 
sides in the campaign: the Peloponnesians intended to station ships in each channel facing out- 
wards towards the open sea, so as to contest any attempt by the Athenian fleet to sail into the bay, 
while at a later stage the Athenians kept the enemy garrison imprisoned on the island of 
Sphakteria by maintaining a continuous circuit of triremes rowing on guard duty. 

The current agreement on the general interpretation of Thucydides' topographic and strategic 
description has led, however - perhaps not surprisingly - to a heightened degree of concern 
about the inaccuracy of his measurements for the length of the island and the width of the south 
channel. This can be seen in Bauslaugh's article (1979), which examined the measurement prob- 
lem most thoroughly. While recognizing that the measurements of distance given by all ancient 
historians fall considerably short of modern standards of precision and accuracy, Bauslaugh 
argued that these two figures (7cepi t?VT? Kicc 68iKa oatraio-; idlatra for the length of the 
island, and [ Xta'kouv] OKTOc fj ?vvea [vaoai] for the width of the channel) were so seriously 
inaccurate that manuscript corruption must be assumed. The emendations he favoured were the 
following: cepi itCVT? Kica d'iKoI OTa6iou; uidiarca for the length of the island, and [6ia'nkouv] 
OKTicro 1 evva (ara&icov) for the width of the channel.5 The motivation for this strong desire to 
emend the received text seems to have been strengthened by the belief that Thucydides must 

2 Pritchett (1965) 6-29, reasserted in (1994a) 154-61; 5 Bauslaugh spends little time discussing the problem 
noted by Homblower (1996) 159. with the figure for the length of the island. He merely 

3 Pritchett (1965) 12-15 and (1994a) 154-61. comments briefly that the 'inaccurate estimate for the 
4 Gomme (1956) 443-4, ad 4.8.6: '[T]he southern length of Sphakteria ... has been previously explained as 

[entrance] is not only some 1,400 yards wide, but, what is nothing more than a simple numeral corruption', and then 
more important, about 200 feet deep and could not have reviews with approval two earlier proposals for the emen- 
been blocked even by the whole Peloponnesian fleet'; and dation of nivre icait Uica to e4VTE ica't e'iCoat (Bauslaugh 
also ad 4.8.7: 'The Peloponnesians intended to sink their (1979) 1 and n.2). 
ships in order to block the entrance.' Homblower (1996) 
160 refers to 'Gomme's strange theories'. 
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THUCYDIDES' MEASUREMENTS OF DISTANCE 

have visited Pylos and Sphakteria and checked out the topography himself.6 This assumption 
makes the inaccurate numbers in the topographic description totally unacceptable. Hence the 
need to emend. Bauslaugh's proposed emendations have now been endorsed both by Pritchett 
and (more hesitantly) by Homblower, and incorporated into the text by P.J. Rhodes in his recent 
edition of Thucydides 4.1-5.24.7 

I believe this argument to be misconceived, and the emendations unnecessary. I shall make 
three points in support of this view: (i) the proposed emendation of the figure for the width of 
the south channel results in a text that violates Thucydides' idiom and practice in giving measure- 
ments of distance; (ii) the arguments in favour of both emendations are considerably weakened 
if due attention is paid to the fact that both numbers are qualified by expressions suggesting some 
reservations about their precision and/or accuracy; (iii) there is no valid reason for assuming that 
Thucydides' topographic description rests on autopsy of the area. 

(i) Thucydides' estimate of the width of the south channel is given not in terms of conven- 
tional units of distance measurement, such as stades or plethra, but in a more practically descrip- 
tive way: he says the channel on that side of the island constituted a [6atXoum] OK(tO) ri evvea 

[vauai]. Unfortunately, the sentence in question is highly elliptical, so that the words 6itaxnou; 
and vaoai have to be supplied by analogy with the parallel phrase describing the north channel. 
Standard translations, such as those of Crawley and de Romilly, clearly indicate, however, that 
the supplements I have suggested are those that have been understood by most other interpreters 
of the passage.8 But since 65oiv vEoiv is a dual form, it is impossible to tell whether Thucydides 

6 There seem to be two points underlying this belief: 
first, the general feeling that Thucydides' reputation for 
care and accuracy requires him both to have visited any 
place he wrote about, and to have made an accurate esti- 
mate of the shape and size of its physical features; and 
second, some more specific elements in the narrative 
which some scholars have seen as evidence of autopsy. 
The first point is implicit in many modem discussions, 
though not explicitly stated. The second is most vehe- 
mently advocated by Pritchett (1994a) 174: 'My belief is 
that Thucydides was employed at the time not in Thrake, 
but was engaged in the affair at Pylos ... The record is 
filled with details. Such phrases as "the dust from the 
newly burned forest rose in clouds to the sky" (4.32.2) 
strongly suggest his presence. If not in the original expe- 
dition, it would seem highly probable that he was in the 
second ...' 

7 See Pritchett (1994a) 168-76 and Horblower 
(1996) 160: 'I accept [Bauslaugh's theory] as the best 
way out'. In the introduction to this volume of his new 
commentary ((1996) 17), Horblower explains this hesi- 
tation as follows: '[A]t present the emendation made by 
Bauslaugh in 1979 seems to hold the field, having been 
approved by Pritchett in 1994. But it is not altogether satis- 
factory to hold that an emendation which had not 
occurred to anyone in the 1960s is now to be treated as 
self-evidently right. The better attitude, I suggest, is to 
agree to an emendation if it removes a difficulty, but 
never to forget that unless the text is disturbed we are car- 
rying out the emendation in deference to and in accor- 
dance with a hypothesis [author's emphasis], a hypothe- 
sis that is about the rightness and truthfulness of 
Thucydides, a hypothesis which is usually good and 
sound but which is surely not necessarily and not auto- 
matically true in every instance. That is, we should 

sometimes be willing to entertain the possibility that for 
artistic or other motives Thucydides might have bent the 
truth.' It will be apparent that the solution I am propos- 
ing to this problem does not involve an explanation of the 
type adumbrated in the final sentence of this quotation. 

Rhodes (1998) 44-5 prints the text including the two 
emendations championed by Bauslaugh, translating as 
follows: 'For the island called Sphacteria, which stretch- 
es along the harbour and lies near, makes the harbour safe 
and the entrances narrow: the one by the Athenian forti- 
fication and Pylos leaves a passage for two ships, and 
the other, towards the mainland on the other side, is eight 
or nine stades. The whole island was wooded and, since 
it was uninhabited, lacking in paths and its length was 
about twenty-five stades [my emphasis].' He comments 
(212-13): 'since in general Thucydides is well informed 
on the topography of this campaign, it is more likely that 
an early scribe made a copying error than that 
Thucydides seriously underestimated the width of the 
southern passage, and we should therefore insert "stades" 
with the "eight or nine" on which all our manu/scripts 
agree', and further, '... emendation from "fifteen" to 

"twenty-five" stades, implying a stade of 176 m., in the 
middle of Thucydides' range, has been widely accepted'. 

8 Crawley's translation ((1951) 212) runs as follows: 
'For the island of Sphacteria, stretching along in a line 
close in front of the harbour, at once makes it safe and 
narrows its entrances, leaving a passage for two ships on 
the side nearest Pylos and the Athenian fortifications, and 
for eight or nine on that next the rest of the mainland: for 
the rest, the island was entirely covered with wood, and 
without paths through not being inhabited, and about one 
mile and five furlongs [fifteen stades] in length [my 
emphasis].' (I have inserted Thucydides' actual measure- 
ment for the length of the island alongside Crawley's 
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meant it as a genitive or a dative. Bauslaugh takes it not as a dative ('a passage for two ships' - 
the interpretation of both Crawley and de Romilly) but as a genitive ('a passage of two ships'), 
as though 'ships' could take the place of a more standard unit of measurement, such as stades.9 
But a search of the TLG databank on the word 8ta7ikoug turns up no parallels to this. There are 

passages where uaiKtouDs is used with the genitive of a common unit of measurement ('stades' 
in Strabo 17.3.16; 'days and nights' in Procopius, De bellis 1.19.18),10 but none in which it 
appears with the genitive of an unconventional unit such as 'ships'. The closest parallel to Thuc. 
4.8.6 is a passage where Strabo uses 6tankotg with the dative of oaotXo: '[Eratosthenes] says 
that Demetrius attempted to cut through the Isthmus of Corinth in order to provide a passage for 
his fleets' (Strabo 1.3.11).11 Thucydides, like some other Greek historians, does use informal and 

experiential ways of measuring things on occasion, but he does not simply substitute those terms 
into a grammatical construction that would be appropriate for stades or plethra. There is also no 

parallel in Thucydides for such a pairing of unconventional with conventional units of measure- 
ment as would be generated by Bauslaugh's proposed insertion of 'stades' after the figure for the 
south channel.12 

I suspect that an additional cause of the problem of interpretation that has troubled many 
scholars has been the assumption that the description of the width of the two channels as (respec- 
tively) 'a passage for two ships' and '[a passage] for eight or nine' was intended to refer speci- 
fically to the plan of campaign attributed to the Peloponnesians, of blocking the two entrances 
with ships placed with prows facing outwards; that is, that the number of ships mentioned was 

conversion of it into furlongs.) De Romilly's rendering 
of the passage ((1967) 5) is similar: '[E]n effet, l'ile de 
Sphacterie, qui s'allonge devant le port, a courte distance, 
le rend sir et en reduit les passes: de celles-ci, l'une 
donne voie a deux navires du c6te du fortin athenien et 
de Pylos; l'autre, vers le rest du rivage, a huit ou neuf; 
l'ile, etant inhabit6e, se trouvait entierement bois6e et 
sans chemins traces; comme dimension elle mesurait, 
autant que l'on puisse dire, une quinzaine de stades 
[my emphasis].' A similar interpretation is evident in the 
German translation of Landmann ((1960) 280-1): 
'... breit genug zur Durchfahrt fur zwei Schiffe, ... fiir 
acht oder neun [my emphasis]'. 

9 Here is Bauslaugh's translation ((1979) 1): 'For the 
island that is called Sphakteria, extending along and lying 
close by the harbour, makes it safe and the entrances nar- 
row, there being toward the fortification of the Athenians 
and Pylos a passage of two ships and in the direction of 
the other mainland a passage of eight or nine. The 
whole island was wooded and pathless from lack of habi- 
tation, and in length roughly fifteen stades [my empha- 
sis].' Homblower's translation ((1996) 159-60; I have 
reunited sentences printed in the commentary as separate 
lemmata) implies that he follows the interpretation of 
Crawley and de Romilly (above, n.8), even though his 
comment (quoted above, n.7) endorses that of Bauslaugh: 
'The island which is called Sphakteria stretches along the 
land and is quite close to it, making the harbour safe and 
the entrances narrow. There is a passage for two ships at 
the one end, which was opposite Pylos and the Athenian 
fort, while at the other the gap between the island and the 
mainland is wide enough for eight or nine. The island is 
about fifteen stades long [my emphasis].' 

10 Strabo, Geogr. 17.3.16: Alatiuoiv 6' Eaoiv ?K 

Kaprlb86vo; gTilcov'ra oraSa6 v eiS; riv irpooeax 

iepaiav .... ('The voyage from Carthage across to the 
nearest point of the opposite mainland is sixty stadia ... ' 
Loeb translation by J.L. Jones). Procopius, Hist., De bel- 
lis 1.19.18: Kaid OaXaaoa, ij ?v geaoot o?xatv, d&v?'ou 
lgezpio; ?ii(p6pou ?tIcu?e6vTro; ?; CEVxTE lgep&v Xe 
cal VxicrV av 8tIXo K?v ItUc ('And the expanse of 
sea which lies between is crossed in a voyage of five 
days and nights when a moderately favouring wind 
blows.' Loeb translation by H.B. Dewing). 

ll Strabo, Geogr. 1.3.11: (patoi yap Kai ArnjTptov 
68aKic6xT?v i7ttX?ipfaat rTv Tr&V n?eXoovvToictov 
ioO9bv npbo T-o niapaaoX?tv 8taiXo)v xoit 
oa6Xots.... The translation in the text is that of J.L. 
Jones in the Loeb edition (1959). 

12 Bauslaugh is quite right in saying that there is no 
exact parallel for this kind of informal and experiential 
measurement of a distance as large as the width of the 
south channel at Sphakteria: the examples he cites (one 
from another section of Thucydides and four from 
Herodotus: Thuc. 1.93.5; Hdt. 1.179, 2.158, 7.24, and 
7.176; cited in Bauslaugh (1979) 2 and n.7) all involve 
numbers no greater than two. He has to admit, however, 
that '[h]aving both ships and stades dependent upon 6t&- 
Xkouv is surprising' ((1979) 3). He produces, in fact, no 

parallel to this strained linguistic usage, but has to fall 
back on 'the assumption that Thucydides preferred to 
vary the construction for stylistic effect'. I would attri- 
bute the unusual occurrence of an experiential measure- 
ment with a number higher than two to the influence of 
the immediately preceding description of the north chan- 
nel as 'a passage for two ships'. Thuc. 1.93.5 is the only 
case besides 4.8.6 in which a distance measurement is 
given in an unconventional unit of measurement. The 
wording of that passage too is far from that of a standard 
statement concerning a measurement of distance. 
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the number required to block each channel.13 But Thucydides does not say this, and I think we 
should take him at his word: his informant chose to give a rough estimate of the width of the 
channels in terms of how much room they provided for ships sailing (or rowing) through them. 
An estimate of the sailing space required for eight or nine triremes would surely be less finely cal- 
culated than one of how many ships' widths would be required to block a channel effectively.14 

(ii) A further noteworthy factor is that the figure given in Thucydides' text is not a single 
number but an alternative number ('eight or nine [ships]'). This is a form of words commonly 
used, in Greek as in English, when the speaker or writer is not sure of the exact figure. Writers 
frequently use such 'alternative numbers' when giving an approximate estimate concerning a rel- 
atively small figure. Thucydides does this fourteen times, all of these involving numbers under 
ten.15 No one, in a modem context, would expect an estimate of a certain distance as 'eight or 
nine kilometres' to be accurate or precise in the same degree as a single figure given absolutely. 
Thucydides is a writer much admired for his ability to mould the Greek language into an instru- 
ment equal to the demands of his subtle and nuanced thoughts. We should surely pay him the 
compliment of noticing that he marked this figure as something other than a precise measure- 
ment. If we do this, then the compulsion to emend should seem less urgent. 

Similarly, discussion of the figure Thucydides gives for the length of the island has usually 
focused exclusively on the number (15 stades), paying no attention to the qualifying expressions 
attached to it. This ignores the fact that in ancient Greek, no less than modern English, writers 
use a wide range of qualifying expressions to indicate that the numbers they are giving are some- 
thing other than the absolute results of a precise exercise in quantification.16 We are all accus- 
tomed to dealing with this method of qualifying numbers in modem English usage. Expressions 
such as 'about', 'around', 'approximately' are commonly used to indicate some degree of impre- 
cision or uncertainty in the number thus qualified. Greek historians use a very similar repertoire 
of expressions to indicate this kind of 'approximating qualification'. In trying to interpret the 
numbers in an ancient text, of course, we usually do not know enough about where the histori- 
an obtained his information to be able to decide exactly what nuance of uncertainty and/or impre- 
cision he was trying to convey by an approximating qualification. But if we can place a parti- 
cular case in the context of this particular writer's general practice with measurements of dis- 
tance as well as in the wider context of how ancient historians in general qualified measurements 
of distance, we may be better equipped to deal with the interpretation of any particular qualified 
number. 

In this case not just one but two qualifying expressions are attached to the measurement for 
the length of the island: Thucydides wrote: ilv Kati L?Y?9o00; iepi ievre Kicai ea aTa6iov; 

s6aAiaTa. Few modern translators have attempted to represent the double qualification.17 I sus- 

13 This is particularly clear in Pritchett (1994a) 169- 
72. 

14 Bauslaugh (1979) 2 n.9 comes close to realizing 
this. 

15 The fourteen cases of alternative numbers in 
Thucydides are listed in Appendix I. 

16 More detailed discussion of the vocabulary of 
numeral qualification in both Greek and English and how 
it is used may be found in Rubincam (1979) 78, and 
Rubincam (1991). 

17 The translation of Rhodes is printed in n.7, those of 
Crawley and de Romilly in n.8, and those of Bauslaugh 
and Horblower in n.9. Pritchett (1994a) 176 n.46 
notices only 9Cepi. Of the translators listed above, de 
Romilly alone gives an appropriate value to both qualify- 
ing expressions, combining a general expression of hesi- 

tation ('autant que l'on puisse dire') with a more informal 
and imprecise form of the number ('une quinzaine'). The 
old school edition of C.E. Graves (1888; reprinted 1982) 
translates the double qualification 'about 15 stades pret- 
ty nearly [my emphasis]', and comments, '[B]oth neIpi 
and gaidtora are used in the sense of "about" to give 
dimensions roughly'. Wilson ((1979) 52) also makes an 
attempt to interpret the double qualification. He com- 
ments, '[Thucydides'] use of Tepi and dxtaoxTa ... is 
further evidence, not of general vagueness, but of the 
caution of one who is certain of his basic facts. It is as if 
one were to write, "about 15 stades, in round figures 
[my emphasis]" - showing certainty that it was not 5 or 
25, but being careful to say that it was not necessarily 
exactly 15 stades.' He offers no evidence in support of 
this interpretation. The evidence presented in Appendix 
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pect that this is at least partly because to give them both due weight would require a change in 
the common practice of translating each of these qualifying expressions by one of the same range 
of approximating terms ('about', 'around', 'approximately'), which cannot be doubled up in the 
modem languages concerned. Such double approximating qualification is used seven times in 
all by Thucydides, but the other six instances are all estimates of numbers of people (mostly 
casualties, either military or civilian).18 The Sphakteria passage is the only case of double 
approximating qualification used with a measure of distance. While we have not sufficient evi- 
dence to establish exactly what led Thucydides to compound the qualification of these numbers, 
it is surely a fair inference that in each case he had some reason for thus expressing an extra 
degree of hesitation. One might conjecture here that he got variant estimates from several 
informants, or that his single informant said, 'Well, I'm not sure, but I think the island was about 
15 stades long.' In any case, I would submit that the unusual double qualification should allevi- 
ate some of our distress at discovering that the figure does not match our measurements. 

(iii) The impulse to emend these numbers derives in part also from the belief that Thucydides' 
topographic description must be based on autopsy of the area. I do not think there is any cogent 
evidence to support this. It is salutary to look back at Gomme's comments on this section of 
Thucydides' narrative. His discussion of the topographic details is long and thorough, and 
includes frequent references to the researches of previous scholars such as Leake and Grundy. 
He concluded ((1956) 484): 

collecting information about the events of the campaign, he had not been to Pylos himself, and blun- 
ders, due primarily to a misunderstanding of what he had been told, were therefore left uncorrected. It 
is not surprising that he had little opportunity for going there; for, even if he travelled freely, after his 
exile, in the Peloponnese, so long as Athens held Pylos (till 409 B.C.), he could not reach it or 

Sphakteria, and it would have been dangerous to go very near. 

Gomme based this conclusion, that Thucydides relied for his topographic information not on 
autopsy but on reports gleaned from both Peloponnesian and Athenian participants in the cam- 

paign, on two major considerations. First, Thucydides' narrative suggests that he did not realize 
how very large the Bay of Navarino was - hence his description of it as a 'harbour' rather than 
a 'bay'; no eyewitness could have entertained such a misapprehension.19 Second, his description 
is not written consistently from one perspective; this is most likely due to his having gathered 
his information from both Athenian and Spartan sources.20 Gomme canvassed briefly the possi- 
bility of a manuscript error in the figure for the length of the island, but discarded it with the 

comment, '... in view of the other mistake [sc. about the width of the south channel] it is hard- 

ly proper to suggest it' (Gomme (1956) 443). In other words, he was not unduly distressed by 
the assumption that Thucydides never visited Pylos himself, and drew from his Athenian and 

Peloponnesian informants a slightly distorted picture of the topography, which did not, howev- 
er, prevent him from writing a generally vivid and coherent account of the campaign. 

II shows that 26 of the 30 numbers greater than 10 19 Gomme (1956) 482-3: 'Thucydides, though he 
applied to measurements of distance by Thucydides are knew the harbour was large (13.4), clearly did not realize 
multiples of either 5 or 10. Half of these 30 numbers are how large it is - much the largest in Greek waters, includ- 
qualified, including two of the four that are not multiples ing south Italy and Sicily - nor, what is more important, 
of 5 or 10. This surely suggests that Thucydides would that it was a bay and could not properly be described as a 
not normally have bothered to use a qualifying expres- harbour at all; for it is deep, apt to be very choppy with 
sion simply to indicate that the number in question was a northerly or southerly winds, and only in its north-east 
round figure. corner offering suitable landing ground for triremes.' 

18 The seven instances of double approximating qual- 20 Gomme deals with this summarily in the commen- 
ifiers used with numbers by Thucydides are listed in tary ((1956) 485), referring back to the detailed discus- 
Appendix III. sion in his earlier article on the subject (Gomme (1937)). 
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The champions of emendation have not produced, so far as I am aware, any cogent argument 
to undermine the foundations of this judgement of Gomme's.21 What chiefly distinguishes their 
view from his seems to be an unspoken assumption that any historian worthy of the admiration 

usually given to Thucydides must have checked out for himself the detailed topography of any 
area in which the events he is narrating took place. This may be a reasonable expectation to 

apply to a scholar at a modem western university (although even in the modern world certain 

places are from time to time inaccessible for political or military reasons), but it is surely inap- 
propriate to transfer it to an ancient historian.22 As Gomme says, we do not know how freely 
Thucydides was able to travel during his exile, and there were significant political and military 
deterrents to his visiting Pylos. In these circumstances, and taking into consideration the stan- 
dards of the time, I do not think we need to stigmatize a failure to check out the topography of 

Pylos for himself as criminal historiographic negligence on Thucydides' part. There is no rea- 
son to reject the judgement of Gomme, that the historian obtained the best information he could, 
probably from participants on both sides, concerning the Pylos campaign, but the measurements 
he gave, which were supplied by his informants, fell short of exactitude. We may add that the 

phraseology in which the measurements are embedded clearly shows that the historian knew 
those numbers were only imperfect estimates. 

Thus if one pays due attention to the nuances of Thucydides' linguistic usage in supplying 
measurements of distance, it becomes very hard to believe either in the correctness of the emen- 
dation proposed by Bauslaugh and endorsed first by Pritchett and now by Hornblower in his 
commentary, or indeed in the necessity of emending the text at all. 

THUCYDIDES' MEASUREMENTS OF DISTANCE 

The table in Appendix II lists all the numbers applied to measures of distance by Thucydides, 
marked so as to show the presence or absence of the following variables: first, the presence or 
absence of qualification, the type of qualification, and the particular qualifying expression(s) 
used; second, whether the distance is between fixed and familiar termini; third, whether it is 
measured over land or sea; and finally, any particularly unusual features (e.g. is the measurement 
given in unconventional units or phraseology? is it an average?). 

Qualification is clearly one of the most significant variables. If one compares Thucydides' 
rate of qualification of distance measurements with that of a sample of other Greek historians, 
one finds that he is one of four who qualify more than half the numbers in this category.23 All but 

21 Pritchett ((1994a) 174, quoted above, n.7) appealed 
first to the vividness of some details in the description 
and then to the argument that Thucydides' election to the 
strategia for the following year required the assumption 
of distinguished military service in 425. The former 
argument cannot stand against Gomme's much more 
thorough examination of the whole campaign narrative, 
which found evidence that the historian obtained infor- 
mation from participants on both sides. The latter is not 
at all conclusive. 

22 I think it significant that Gomme, who belonged to 
a generation of modem scholars less well endowed with 
travel funds, and who was working in a period through- 
out much of which political conditions made travel in 
Greece difficult or impossible - the first volume of his 
commentary was published in 1945, and the second and 
third in 1956 - did not make this assumption. 
Horblower, in his appraisal of the strengths and weak- 

nesses of Gomme's commentary, expresses astonishment 
that Gomme did not take the trouble to check a disputed 
reading in a manuscript in the British Museum, nor visit 
the Epigraphical Museum in Athens to inspect the stele of 
the Tribute Lists (Homblower (1996) 4 and 6). 

23 The figures I have compiled for the rate of quali- 
fication of measures of distance in different historians are 
the following: Arr. Anab. 82%, Polyb. 72%, Xen. Hell. 
71%, Thuc. 63%, Dion.Hal. 41%, App. 25%, Xen. Anab. 
18%, Hdt. and Diod.Sic. 14%. My database comprises: 
the whole of Thucydides and of Xenophon's Anabasis 
and Hellenika; about half of Herodotus (Books 1.1-130, 
3 [all], 4.1-87, 5.1-88, 6.1-140, 7.1-144); four books of 
Polybius (1-4); five books of Diodorus (1, 11, 14, 17, 20 
- a sample chosen to span as many different source tradi- 
tions as possible); one book of Dionysius of 
Halicarassus (7); four books of Arrian's Anabasis (1, 2, 
7, 8); and one book of Appian (6). 
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one of Thucydides' qualified distance numbers have approximating, rather than comparative or 

alternative, qualifiers. This is a very low rate of comparative qualification for this category of 
numbers.24 What can this tell us about Thucydides' expectations of precision and/or accuracy 
regarding distance numbers? Any measure of distance given by a Greek historian is likely to fall 

considerably short of the accuracy and precision of those achievable in a modem context. 

However, Thucydides did not qualify all his measures of distance, but only 63 per cent of them. 
I would assume, therefore, that he had in all these cases some reason(s) - not necessarily always 
the same one(s) - for expressing a degree of hesitation about their accuracy or precision.25 The 
fact that he used a comparative qualifier only once with a number in this category I take to indi- 
cate that he did not usually choose to place rhetorical emphasis on measures of distance. An 
examination of the one case in which he does qualify a distance measurement by a comparative 
expression (6.97.3) tends to confirm this. The tendency of this section of narrative is highly dra- 

matic, describing as it does the repeated attempts by Athenians and Syracusans to establish con- 
trol over Epipolai. At 6.97.3 Thucydides is striving to magnify all the difficulties that hampered 
the Syracusans so as to explain their failure to beat the Athenians to the summit. The large dis- 
tance which their forces had to traverse in order to make contact with the Athenians is one of 
these difficulties. The rarity of rhetorical emphasis on measures of distance in Thucydides stands 
out particularly by contrast with the situation in some other historical works, where measure- 
ments of distance more often serve the author's rhetorical purpose.26 

Historians differ in their preference for using particular qualifying expressions with different 

categories of numerical information. For Thucydides aLiXoTTa is by far the most common qual- 
ifying expression used with measures of distance. The other expressions he uses (ot;, oGov, 
oiov, TsEpi) occur rarely (seven cases altogether).27 Of these seven cases it is noteworthy that all 

except the one case of nEpi (at 4.8.6) concern 'non-fixed' distances, which would have had to be 

supplied by participants in the action as part of their narrative. In other words, these distances 
are not such as a historian could have easily checked for himself after the fact. If we leave aside 
the measurement of Sphakteria island for the moment, the other six figures in this group of 
unusual qualifiers occur in the narrative of campaigns in which Thucydides could not have par- 
ticipated: three of the four cases of ci; and the one case of oaov relate to the Sicilian expedition, 
the fourth case of o&; concerns an action in the Corinthian Gulf, also in 413, while the single 
occurrence of olov relates to the Delion campaign.28 It is tempting to suggest that the qualifying 

24 Rates of comparative qualification of measures of 
distance are as follows: Xen. Hell. 22.5%, App. 17%, 
Polyb. 16%, Arr. Anab. 9%, Xen. Anab. 6%, Hdt. 4.5%, 
Thuc. and Diod.Sic. 2%, Dion.Hal. 0%. 

25 Uncertainty, inaccuracy, and imprecision are not, 
of course, exactly the same thing, but it is often impossi- 
ble to tell which is the major motivation for an approxi- 
mating qualifier. See Rubincam (1979) esp. 82 and n.26. 
One of the journal's referees has suggested to me that the 
striking difference between the rates of qualification of 
measures of distance in the two works of Xenophon (71% 
in the Hellenika; 18% in the Anabasis, see above, n.25), 
which differ significantly in the degree of autopsy enjoyed 
by the author, may indicate that Xenophon felt more con- 
fidence in his own estimates of distance than in those of 
other informants, and that he used qualifiers, at least in 
part, to indicate his reservations about the accuracy of 
other people's estimates. 

26 Two clear examples are Polyb. 2.14.11 (giving the 
length of the Po valley, in a passage full of hyperbolic 
comment, as 'over 2,500 stades' and its perimeter as 'not 

much less than 10,000 stades') and Xen. Anab. 5.6.9 
(describing how a Sinopean informant scared the rem- 
nants of the 10,000 Greeks with the report that the phys- 
ical hazards lying ahead of them in Paphlagonia included 
three rivers: the Thermodon, three plethra wide, the Iris, 
also three plethra wide, and the Halys, 'not less than two 
stades wide'). 

27 Two of these qualifiers, 7tepi and xb;, are common 
enough in other categories, especially those involving 
numbers of people. The other two, oaov and olov, are 
very rare as numeral qualifiers in Thucydides, olov being 
thus used only once (4.90.4), and oaov twice (7.38.3 and 
6.67.2). I have wondered whether Thucydides' apparent 
reluctance to use iepi with distance numbers might be 
due to a desire to avoid juxtaposing the metaphorical 
sense of the word with its use in a basic physical sense. 

28 There has been no agreement on whether 
Thucydides himself visited Sicily or whether he had to 
depend for his description of the terrain there on veterans 
of the campaign (see Gomme, Andrewes and Dover 
(1970) 466-9). But that argument concerns more speci- 
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words used by his informants influenced the historian's choice of words, whether or not he was 
aware of this.29 

In the light of these observations, the doubly qualified measurement given by Thucydides for 
the length of Sphakteria island takes on a new significance. When we find that, in addition to 
being the only doubly qualified measurement of distance in the whole work, it is also the only 
case of nepi being used to qualify a distance measurement, the obvious question is surely 
whether this unique choice of qualifying expression should not be taken as prima facie evidence 
that someone else supplied this figure to the historian, and that he either reproduced exactly the 
qualifying expressions that informant used, or chose a unique combination of expressions to 
communicate in summary form the hesitations expressed by that informant concerning the pre- 
cision or accuracy of that figure. 

It may seem that to attempt to discover the rationale that underlies an ancient historian's use 
of qualification with numbers of a particular kind is an enterprise unlikely to succeed, since we 
cannot interrogate a long-dead individual about his practice, and there is so much that we do not 
know about his method of work. Nor is it a simple matter of trying to decide exactly what is the 
most appropriate equivalent in any given modern language for each of the various qualifying 
expressions used by an ancient author. Human linguistic habit is too flexible to be restricted by 
the fixed bounds of a dictionary definition.30 But it is striking that the unqualified distance num- 
bers in Thucydides relate mostly to distances between fixed and familiar termini in Attica or 
immediately adjacent areas (Boeotia and Corinth) or in the Amphipolis area - areas, in other 
words, of which he certainly had personal knowledge. Furthermore, the only distance number 
larger than 20 in Thucydides which is neither qualified nor a multiple of five is the length of 
Athens' city wall (2.13.7).31 Measures of distance across water, which are notoriously hard to 
estimate, are all qualified except the measurement for the (very narrow) north channel at 
Sphakteria (4.8.6).32 It is hard to believe that these patterns are accidental. 

Finally, we need to look at Thucydides' units of measurement. The vast majority of his dis- 
tance measurements are in stades, although a few smaller distances are expressed in feet or cubits 
or plethra.33 Bauslaugh correctly observes that the measurements of the Sphakteria channels are 
two of the three cases of highly unconventional measurement units, the other being the width of 
the Themistoclean wall at 1.93.5. But, as I have stated above, it is important to note that not only 

fically measurements of fixed distances between familiar 
termini, which the historian might have checked out for 
himself when preparing to compose his narrative of 
events. The measurements qualified by bo; rather concern 
stages in journeys undertaken by troops in the campaign, 
which the historian could hardly have obtained from any- 
one other than participants. The Corinthian Gulf incident 
concerns the location of a trophy, likewise a 'non-fixed' 
distance. As for Delion, Thucydides' own service in 
Thrace at this time would have made him necessarily 
dependent on the testimony of others for measurements 
of non-fixed distances in this narrative. 

29 Dover (in Gomme, Andrewes and Dover (1970) 
198-200 and 204-5) argued similarly that the unique use 
of yyi; to qualify some of the dates in Thucydides' 
account of Sicilian history was probably due to his hav- 
ing taken over the qualifying expressions as well as the 
time intervals from Antiochus. 

30 See the article of Schwab (1893), which, though 
disposing very sensibly of many over-rigid interpretative 
proposals by earlier scholars, still appears to make the 
basically mistaken assumption that the only reason why a 

writer would choose to give something other than a pre- 
cise figure must be that he did not know it. 

311 owe this observation to one of the journal's referees. 
32 Bauslaugh (1979) 3 tabulated all Thucydides' 

measurements of distance across water, in order to calcu- 
late the length of the stade which each one presupposed. 
He paid no attention to the qualifying expressions. 

33 Bauslaugh's appendix ((1979) 5-6) lists all the dis- 
tances measured in stades. Smaller distances are: 1.93.5 
- 2 wagons going in opposite directions brought up the 
stones for the Themistoclean wall; 3.21.1 - the siege 
walls encircling Plataea were 16 feet gdiXatoca apart; 
3.68.3 - the lodging house built to house visitors to the 
Heraion after the razing of Plataea was of 200 feet on 
each side; 4.8.6 - the north channel at Sphakteria was a 
passage for 2 ships; 4.8.6 - the south channel at 
Sphakteria was a passage for 8 or 9 ships; 7.36.2 - the 
Syracusans inserted struts to reinforce the bows of their 
triremes ioq; ti 6 cubits inside and outside; 7.38.3 - 
Nicias moored merchant ships in front of the Athenian 
camp at intervals of oaov 2 plethra from one another. 
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are the units of measurement unconventional, but also the whole description in which they are 
embedded. Comparison of Thucydides with other historians in this respect suggests that this 
vivid and informal type of descriptive measurement was more characteristic of early historians.34 

CONCLUSION 

The general methodological point that emerges from the discussion of this particular set of num- 
bers has, of course, a wider application. I would argue that we need to be more careful not to 
transfer unthinkingly to ancient writers assumptions that apply in the modem western academic 
world. Ancient historians had great difficulty in obtaining accurate measurements of distance, 
and modem interpreters need to develop a more sensitive awareness of the degrees of impreci- 
sion they and their informants and readers took for granted, and of the means they used to indi- 
cate how they meant those numbers to be understood. Approaching numbers such as those in 

Thucydides' description of Sphakteria from this perspective, we may find it possible to believe 
that the degree of error in these numbers is neither so serious nor so extraordinary as to demand 
extermination by emendation so as to save the historian's credit! 

CATHERINE RUBINCAM 

University of Toronto 

34 This observation is based on a partial and impres- 
sionistic review of the data. Confirmation of this should 
be possible at a later stage of the expansion and develop- 
ment of my database. 
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Appendix I. Alternative numbers in Thucydides 
The table below lists all the cases in Thucydides of alternative numbers. They are spread fairly evenly 
throughout the text; only Book 1 totally lacks examples of this kind of measurement. As indicated in the 
table, four of them involve measures of time, four measures of distance (all in stades except 4.8.6), two 
numbers of people (killed or arrested), one numbers of ships (sunk), and three a repetition of an action (in 
all cases two or three times). 

Alternative numbers occur in some, but not all, other Greek historians: Herodotus and Xenophon both 
use them, the former apparently only in reference to time. 

Category 
Ref. Event of referent 
2.4.2 the Thebans repulsed the Plataeans 2 or 3 times adverb 
2.86.5 the Peloponnesian and Athenian fleets remained at their moorings opposite each other 

for 6 or 7 days time 
3.24.2 the Plataeans followed the road towards Thebes for 6 or 7 stades distance 
3.76.1 the Peloponnesian ships from Cyllene arrived at Corcyra on the 4th or 5th day after 

the men had been transferred to the island time 
4.8.6 the south channel at Sphakteria provided [a passage] for 8 or 9 [ships] distance 
4.38.3 messages were carried backwards and forwards 2 or 3 times between the Lacedaemonians 

on the mainland and those on the island adverb 
4.124.4 after setting up a trophy, Brasidas and Perdikkas waited for 2 or 3 days time 
5.10.9 after Kleon's death, his companions warded off attacks from Klearidas 2 or 3 times adverb 
6.97.1 the landing place of the Athenian force, called Leon, was 6 or 7 stades distant from Epipolai distance 
6.101.5 Lamachos and 5 or 6 of his companions died after being cut off on the other side of a ditch military 
7.2.4 letas arrived in Syracuse at a point when the Athenians had already completed a double wall 

of 7 or 8 stades distance 
7.38.1 the two sides broke off the battle after continuing their attacks in vain for most of the day, 

neither having been able achieve anything noteworthy, except for the sinking 
of 1 or 2 Athenian ships by the Syracusans military 

8.74.2 the Four Hundred arrested some 2 or 3 of the crew of the Paralos population 
8.99.1 Mindaros stayed at Ikaros for 5 or 6 days before reaching Chios time 

Appendix II. Measurements of distance in Thucydides 
The table below lists all the measurements of distance in Thucydides. Of the total of 46, 29 (= 63 per cent) 
are qualified in some way, 23 having qualifying expressions of the approximating type, while five are 
alternative numbers, and one is qualified by an expression of the other major type ('comparative'; this 

typology is explained in Rubincam (1979)). 
Slightly more than half of the qualified numbers (16 of 29) are <10. All but two of these either are 

qualified by approximating expressions or are alternative numbers. The two exceptions are: the width of 
the Themistoclean wall ('2 wagons going in opposite directions brought up the stones', 1.93.5) and the 
measurement of the north channel at Pylos ('a passage for 2 ships'). 

Of the 30 numbers >10 (= 65% of the whole group of numbers applied to measures of distance), 22 
are multiples of 10, while four more are multiples of 5. Thus only four (1 x 12, 2 x 16, 1 x 43) are not 
multiples of 5 or 10. This is surely evidence that Thucydides and/or his informants habitually gave esti- 
mates of distance in terms of nodal numbers on the decimal scale or rounded their measurements up or 
down to nodal numbers on the decimal scale. 

In the table below '...' is used to indicate places where the text runs on from one excerpt to another. 
The column headed 'Qualification' indicates: (i) whether the number is qualified, (ii) if so, by which kind 
of qualification (approximating, comparative, or alternative), and (iii) the use of a qualifying expression 
other than gaXioara (by far the commonest such expression used by Thucydides with measurements of dis- 
tance). Where the first figure in a series has a qualifier attached, which might be understood to carry over 
to the subsequent members of the series, this is indicated by the designation 'underst[ood]?'. 

The column headed 'Type' contains an indication of: (i) whether or not the distance measured is 
between two fixed and easily identifiable points, (ii) whether it is over land or water, where this is rele- 
vant (cases where we cannot be sure which way the calculation was made are marked 'sea or land?'), 
(iii) any other noteworthy aspects of the case (e.g. if the number seems likely to represent an average 
measurement; if the unit of measurement is other than stades). 
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Ref. Text of passage 
1.63.2 &daXet 8E6 [i1 "OXDvOo;] iOtiKovXa yzaiata oratSioui 

[Tr; noxet6aial;] 
1.93.5 86o yap &duaat Evavxciait d&XXXat; Trot; Xiooou; iTfiyov 

2.5.2 a&7%XetI i naHX&raa Tx v OqCo4v ara8iouS Ep8ogi60 ovra 
2.13.7 Tro T? yap OaXrlptKo TzriXoUS oraSitot qoav Itnvre Kal rptiaovra 

rpo; Tobv KIdKOV TO a&7T?co ... 

2.13.7 ... Kai a'ro Tro) K*cKXXo) TO q(uXaaoCLgevov rpei Kail reocoaplaOV'a 
(oCrt &8 a)To) o0 Kal a(pvXcaKTov T1v, T'O geTEaCX ToO re gCaKpoo Kai 
toD 4aXrlptico) ... 

2.13.7 ...zT 6" gpaKpxa T?EiX%l ipo; Tov reipala reooapa&ovTa oaaSi(v, 
m)v To e?c0OEV ?TnipeiT ... 

2.13.7 ...Kai TOD netpatCi; 4tv MouvtIiati efiKovra IeLv aoaricov 6 ana; 
Zr?pipo,o;, T v' ?v (jP)^aKi Ov ia TOxO) 

2.21.2 ?ceirt68 68 Tepi 'Axapv&a eibov Tov oTparov {feijcovXa oza6iou; Trfi 
7to6Xeo arXeovwTa, oiKE&t avaoXeTov iTrotovVTo 

2.82.1 avax%opioGaS 6 KviLo; Tfi oapaxi&t Kara Ta& XoS; ?nri T "Avarov 
7roTaoi6v, os; daTiet czra8tiouS 6y8ofi cov'a zTpadou 

2.86.3 68tXeTov 8 &an' &XXak'kXv [to Piov Kai o' 'Avtipptov] oza8iouS 
u,aAidara exra Tfi; OaXasoo ;,S, 'ro 68 Kptoaiou KOc6Xoou o'6ga TO)TO 

aT3.21.1 teov ol epoXo ai8ea 6 ; oa i ov 3.21.1 8tdov0v 6? oi nEpipo1ot ?KKat6?Sa n8osaS oa;yd'Ara a9 n' a9 XXhXwv 

Qualifn Type 

approx. fixed; land 
wagons 
fixed; land 

fixed; land 

fixed; land 

fixed; land 

fixed; land 

fixed; land 

fixed; land 

fixed; land 

approx. fixed; sea 

approx. feet 
average? land 

3.24.2 Kai xin Clv e' f & esra ora8iou; oi IaXatiS TV qg i T6ov OrniPv 
excdprqoav altem. 

3.68.3 'o'repov 8? KaoeX6vTe; aviiTv [tiIv 'v nHav Xatv 6Xktv] itacav ?K COv 
Ofexti&v btIKOC5GorgGav 7cpO; TZO 'Hpaiot KaTay(rytov taKooiov roS6&v 

navxarqt 
3.92.6 cKaTazavT?e ; & TeiXtoav Tfiv To6XIv EK Kaivfi, i1 vIv 'HpaKieta 

KaXeim?at, adnEXouoa OepL0onZXcOv oaSoioi; g r6dAta reooapa&covTa ... approx. 
3.92.6 ... Tfji; 86 aXdoara s etcoat underst? 
3.97.2 ilv yap [To AiyiTxov] X(p' i\frrlXbV Xopicov &daTeXOu a Trig; oaX&aGorq 

6Y8of1cov'a oxa6iovo; ucaAil ra approx. 
3.105.1 &dXe?%t 8 [ai "Oitxat] &dax Tfi; 'Apyeiov nr6Xeco; Ci9OaXaa7iaS o0aor1; 

eVwre Kal EKcoat OTa6io s; udlAtara approx. 
4.3.2 &diXeit Yap oza8iou; dAsaA'orai nI DXo; Trfi ZIadpTrj; xTepaIKoOio-o u approx. 
4.8.6 TI yp vfaoo0 T I( paKTlpia KaXOXLgEvIr ... niotei ... zTO; oanXotb; oSrvo{;, Tfit 

JLev 8ootv veoiv 8t&iXouv KcaxT 'r TOeiXtoa Trov 'A0nvaiov cKatl 'v 

rHiXov,... 
4.8.6 ... Tfjit 8ip6; Tinp av XXII i pov iiCtpo drr e vve'a altem. 

4.8.6 ... D6)cbur; T? Kail daptpihS; nTroa OtI' ?prqgiaSq v icKai ge0y0o ; epi double 
?vxe Kai 86eca oxaaio)u; AAtazra approx. 

4.42.2 ado 8&; TOV aiytlaXOo TOrTOV iv0a ai vf?e; KarcoXov fvi (lv KiCOTIr aiTrl 
[oX6yeIta] 8b68eKca o'ra8iou; aCeet ... 

4.42.2 ... i 6E KoptvOiov 6Xi,t; EtilKovra 
4.42.2 ... 6 e 'iIo0g6; etKcoot 
4.45.1 &da1Xeit 8 [6 KpoKogguVv] Tfig; T6Xeow; e'iKOOt Kal Kiaro'v oraSiovu 
4.57.1 ; 6E' T'iv avco n6Xiv ['Tiv Oupav] Ev Tft bIKOcov, d7tneXprIoav 

[oi Aiytvfirat], a7nX%oDaav oTxaaiou)s ya'tara 8Kca ri; OaXoaaaooS approx. 
4.66.3 iv 86 ['r TOv Meyap&ov p VaKpdx TEiXrl] oaa8iov yuaAzara O6icr datr6 Tn; 

ino6Co; inti niv Nioatav TOV Xtgeva a6To&v approx. 
4.90.4 E?CetTa ... TOb giv oTpaTorneSov npoanieXOpioev anb TO) A'Xo nio v o tov 

6eia aoa6iouS 6); en' o'OIKOV nopei6gOevov approx. 
4.102.3 copg&oVTo 5 icK Tfi; 'Ht6voV, qV aVxTo etXov FnT6ptov Enix T Ol GTORaT TO) 

7coTagOO) intOadXaLooov , Iev'T Kral eKtioo oTa6ioS; dr) &Xov &dcb Tno ; 
viv ni6Xeco, inv 'AgL(pinoXtv "Ayvcov ()voRaaev 

not fixed; land 

feet 
fixed; land 

fixed; land 
fixed; land 

fixed; land 
fixed; 
sea or land? 

fixed; land 

ships 
fixed; sea 

ships 
fixed; sea 

fixed; land 

not fixed; land 
fixed; land 

fixed; land 

fixed; land 

fixed; land 

fixed; land 

not fixed; land 

fixed 
sea or land? 
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4.110.1 Kai d(ptK6Cgevo; [6 BpaoiaoSa] vuKrO;S et Kai c epi poppov T&)t oxpao6)t 
?Kla0,eeo 7ip6; TO AtooKlpetov, 6 a&Zxet ti T; JoXeo); [Tfj; Topo)vi;] 
cpet, gaaAllra oa'z8iou) 

5.3.3 Bpaoi5aS; 6 'Epoi0eiOt gpv Tit Top)vrnt, aioa6gevoS; 6 lcaO' 6b6v 
EaXcoKiiav aveX(oplloev, &aoaoXov eaocapalcovora #iazara ata6iouS 
i (Oal p6oa CX06Ov 

6.97.1 oi 6E 'AvOvaiot ... eXaoov avTxoi; iavwi i6j T r)It oTpaxrcDuaTz EK c i; 
KaTrxvrlS oX6vTe; Kara z6v AFovra KaXot)g|evov, o ac iXet zov 'ETctToX)v 
E f Era& oaya6ioiu; 

6.97.3 ora&itot 6E ppiv Rpoageiait cK Tro X?Itg{)vo; &yiyvovxo aoT)o; 
[xoi;p ?upaKooio(ot] ovir EAaTcrov fl e:vme Kai eitcoat 

7.2.4 ?uOXE 6e Kara To)ro rzo Kaipoo eX0)Ov ['Iexra] ?v tI Ekdta p.uv fi d6rc 
COXat8iV i iT da&ex?xrXeakoTo roi; 'A&ivaiot; ; r xv giyav Xitgeva bisXouv 

Tei^Xo;, kXiv cKarxa Ppax% zt x6 op6o, Tv O&Xaaooav 
7.19.2 &daieet bE il AeKicXeta oxxaiotu ydaAotr;a ; Tov 'Arovaiov 

6TcoXeo) etKcoo Kai KecaxTv, napanXaiotov 86 Kai Occd toXX6At icov Kai 
adob Ai; BotoTia; 

7.29.3 Kai T iv ?Ev vu'KTa XaeoOv [Atetpfr(pnq;] ptp6; C)t 'Epgafait intXiaoxo 
(a&teXEt iE A; M uKaXrnooo cIKKCaieSCa d#Ataria oxa8tiou;) 

7.34.8 adCok uo vrDovv F rc6)v IeXoovvroicov icl roi To xcoi0) taXu0evTro; oi 
'Arvacioit oT'rijav xpo;talov Kai aoxoi ev Tit 'Axaiat i6) vtcljGavTe;, 
a&cXov xov 'Eptveoi, ?v 0t oi Kopiv0toti 6opgov, cod etiKOat oxaSiom; 

7.36.2 Kai &dvmpiaS; an&' axczrov ViTeitvav [oi ZupaKcnlotl] po6 -roit; xoixouo; 05 
i1t { n;xet ivrox6 Tre Kail o0o6ev 

7.38.3 taXteuooaS; 6 o'&; 6XKad6ba;S Oov 860o ek.Opa adc' daXXkwov 
Kara1o ev [6 NtKia;] 

7.59.3 KIOriqtov oSv [oi ZupaKototo] xr6v xe XtIlva eib TO; r6v g,yav, eXovra x6 
oxroga oKcxm oxa8i v paiAtara 

7.78.4 Kal Tavrimt giev -it ij g~pat i7poeX06veo ; aoa6ioDo; &d xaeoapaKovra 

qT/Xioavxo 7p6; X9o) TI tvi oi 'A&0vaiot... 
7.78.4 ... t 86' boarepaoiat rpco3i propetovro cKai TcpoiXOov 5 etKicoat arasiou; 

7.79.6 iretira 7poeXO96vxre [oi 'Arvaoiot] Ie'vre fi S4 aoSa6ioS davenaLovxo ?v 
T)it eS6lOl) 

7.81.3 xo 6E NIKiou aTpd&euga &daeiXEv ev To6t xpp6oev Kai xevriKcovra 
axafiou) 

8.67.2 ?xcetra 7ei6ti l i lFppa ECpfiKc, ouveKXritoav [oi xepi rTv eioaav6pov] Tiiv 
eKKXroniav 5; xbO KohXov6v (oxart 86 iepov nloaeit6vo; E4go T66Xeo); a&7eXov 
oaS6ious pai6Aara 8eica) 

8.95.3 &da%let 6 p,adi'ara 6 'lpor6; iTf; xTV )v 'Epexrpi)v 7I6Xeo); OdaoarraS 

Lexpov gijKovra OaaSio( u 

approx. fixed; land 

approx. not fixed; land 

altern. fixed; land 
O1K ?X(aooov 

compar. fixed; land 

altem. not fixed; land 

approx. fixed; land 

approx. fixed; land 

c); 
approx. 
C6); 
approx. 
oaov 
approx. 

approx. 
)o; 
approx. 
c)o; 
approx. 

not fixed; land 

cubits 
plethra 
average? sea 

fixed; sea 

not fixed; land 

not fixed; land 

alter. not fixed; land 

not fixed; land 

approx. fixed; land 

approx. fixed; sea 

Appendix III. Double approximating qualification in Thucydides 
Classen-Steup (1919) noted the phenomenon of double qualification, and commented on some instances of it. 

I use the category 'military' for people and groups in military situations, whereas 'population' denotes 
people and groups in non-military situations. 

It is remarkable that apart from 4.8.6, this kind of double qualification is used only with numbers of 
people, and five of these six cases are of casualty figures. On Thucydides' casualty figures, see Rubincam 
(1991), where it was argued that Thucydides' casualty figures must be not the result of a final reconcilia- 
tion of all available information but estimates made by participants shortly after the battle. 

Three different pairs of qualifying expressions are found, gdXiacra being the second element in two of 
them (iepi ... gakltaxa and g; ... gLdatora), while the third pair is E; ... TtvS;. 

Double qualification of numbers seems to be a regular part of the practice of many Greek historians: 
examples occur in Herodotus, Xenophon (both Anabasis and Hellenica), Polybius, Dionysius of 
Halicamassus and Arrian. 
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Ref. Text of passage 

3.20.2 C' 8c &v6pag 8talcocio-0 icat eticoat pudAtaa [t&Cv HaXatCov?] c'v4tsivav 

3.98.4 a&neavov 8" 'rdovT r ugg6.Xov coXXo' 'Ka'i a&rd1v 'ANvaiov bt1rai. zEpt 
8t1coo-t XdAZara xai ica"rov 

3. 111.4 icat SticaD e.Lv nva~ a-'rv [rv 'glpaisrw]& EKTtVaV [I 
'Aicapv?xve;] 

4.8.6 [Sphakteria island] iijv cat geysOo; iurepi, Re'v'e icct 6&ica aFra86too~; uAwiar 
7.30.3 8t-'p0ctpav &' icact -rCv 6411faiov ica'Vi Wv a&X2%ov ol 4yejoiwj0TanNav i~ eX'ICOn 

yaAa,~ratinnca; re iccd o,nXinc; 
7.32.2 [a Sikel ambush] 84(pOctpxv E' 6icraoicovoi a6Awtra [-W&v 1tcsXtC0rC&v] 
8.21.1 icat o 8figo; '6 1agi(ov g 8-talcociov; gev Ttvag rou; icav-ra; rCv 8-varco'r"r(ov 
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